Predicting signatures of string theory on cosmological observables is not sufficient. Often the observable effects string theory may impact upon the cosmological arena may equally be predicted by features of inflationary physics. The question: what observable signatures are unique to new physics, is thus of crucial importance for claiming evidence for the theory. Here we discuss recent progress in addressing the above question.The evidence relies on identifying discrepancies between the source terms that give rise to large scale structure (LSS) and CMB, by cross-correlating the weak lensing potential that maps LSS with the CMB spectra.
A. Introduction
Progress in string theory and precision cosmology has led to an ambitious investigation of the impact of new physics on cosmological observables. The ultimate goal of any theory of quantum gravity is to predict a universe that looks like ours, at low energies. Currently string theory is the leading candidate for the anticipated new physics of the quantum gravity realm which, many suspect may hold the key to addressing the outstanding issues emerging in cosmology. Therefore the search for signatures of string theory in the cosmological arena is fully justified. The time to identify such signatures is right. Although searching for imprints of the new physics may be an ambitious goal, the tremendous progress of precision cosmology is bringing this goal within reach.
Testing the theory by observing signatures that are in agreement with the ones predicted by string theoretical models is neccessary but, it can not be considered sufficient evidence for the existence of the theory. The reason is because often the same signature can be predicted by alternative or standard model theories. For example, a predicted string signature on the temperature anisotropies spectrum can equally be predicted by inflationary physics, with a feature on the inflaton potential. We are then led to ask: Can we uniquely identify and discriminate new physics signatures from features of inflationary physics in the presently available observables in the sky? A positive answer would not only further motivate our search for new physics but it would also provide direct evidence for its existence. Therefore, attempting to distinguish whether what is giving rise to these signatures are features of the inflaton [10, 11] or imprints of new physics [12, 13, 14] is of crucial importance.This review discusses how the attempts, as recently proposed in [3] , can be successful. We do not make use of the B-mode spectrum since measurement of the B-mode may not become available in a near future, although this spectrum, when available, can provide an independent handle for discriminating models through the consistency relation of the ratio of tensor to scalar am- A very 'weird' one at present. A universe which, at present redshifts, z ≃ 0 − 1, and energy scales H 0 ≃ 10 −33 eV , is: dominated by a mysterious component of energy, coined dark energy, driving it into an accelerated expansion [1] ;and which, contrary to our theoretical expectations based on the inflationary paradigm, has large angle CMB perturbation suppressed [2] .
Despite the cosmic variance limitations, let us take the WMAP CMB findings [2] for large scales as true and consider the power suppression at low multipoles l to be a real physical effect rather than a statistical fluke.
Dark energy domination and CMB power suppression of perturbations at large angles, both occur, around the same redshift and energy scale H 0 ≃ 10 −33 eV. They both raise two disturbing questions: Why is their magnitude so small, (the tuning problem), and, why are they occurring now, (the coincidences problem). Besides, why do both coincidences occur at the same energy scale, our present Hubble radius H 0 , [9] ? It is tempting to speculate that too many coincidences in the present universe may indicate the emergence of a new low energy scale in physics of the order our Hubble scale H 0 ≃ 10 −33 eV. A consistent underlying theory should address both questions simultaneously. No such theory is yet known. A conservative approach would be to question whether we need new physics at all for addressing the current outstanding issues in cosmology. Distinct observational signatures would be the best way for resolving these doubts and for providing direct evidence of new physics if it exists.
C. Early Universe: CMB and LSS from the standard model of cosmology
It is widely believed that at early times our universe underwent a period of inflation around the GU T energy scale. In the standard theory of inflation and physics of the early universe, large scale structure (LSS) and CMB perturbations are seeded by the primordial spectrum δ(k) that is traced back to quantum fluctuations of the inflaton field. Present day power spectrum is then obtained from the primordial spectrum by evolving it with the transfer function T (z), P (k) = T (z)δ(k). Predicting the primordial spectrum and having it serve as the source that seeds all structure and perturbations in the universe is an amazing achievement of the inflationary paradigm. Let us briefly review the standard model expressions based on inflation, that relate P (k) to the CMB spectra and LSS (mapped by the gravitational lensing potential), because they contain the information that will prove useful in discriminating inflaton features from new physics imprints.
The temperature perturbations given by the SachsWolfe effect are
where Φ(r, z) is the gravitational background potential and r, z are the physical comoving distance and redshift respectively. The index 0 denotes the value at last scattering surface. The gravitational potential Φ(r, z) is related to the growth factor of structure G(z) through Φ(r, z) = (1 + z)G(z)Φ(r, 0).Denoting the three dimensional matter power spectrum by P (k) then the power spectrum for the CMB temperature anisotropies in a flat universe is
defined below), are the l − th Legendre cofficients in the expansion series of the angular power spectra
. These spectra can be expressed as the convolution of the primordial spectrum with the appropriate transfer function and are obtained as solutions to the Boltzman equations, [17] .
An expression similar to Eqn. 2 gives the spectrum of the curl free E-mode of polarization of CMB photons, denoted by C EE l [17] . Notice that, through the power spectrum P (k),( which is the primordial spectrum δ(k) evolved at present redshift z with the transfer function), the same primordial δ(k) that produces the temperature anisotropies C T T l also sources the polarization spectra namely the E, B -modes and gravitational lensing of LSS. Gravitational lensing can be a powerful tool for mapping the background potential for LSS. The projected spectrum is described by the following potential
and the angular power spectrum of the lensing potential is
where similarly L l (k) is the Fourier transform of L(n). As shown by the expressions for the various spectra above, it is very useful to emphasize that it is a predictions of the standard model of cosmology based on inflation, that all spectra for CMB and LSS depend on the same source, the primordial spectrum. The uniqueness of the source is the fact we will exploit in having a handle on identifying the noninflationary contributions to the above spectra. The cross-correlation spectrum between T, E, L,Eqn.( 5), compares the sources of their respective autocorrelations to each-other.It can thereby identify any discrepancies with the expectations for having only the inflationary channel (the primordial spectrum) of the standard concordance cosmology. Cross-correlations are given by
A similar expression to Eqn. (5) gives the crosscorrelation spectrum C T E l of T with E-mode. The role of dark energy on the low multipoles l is to enhance their power through the Integrated SachsWolfe (ISW) effect. Instead the observed suppression of power is in disagreement with the ISW effect expected at large scales.Predictions of the concordance ΛCDM cosmology, obtained from CMBFAST by the above equations, are shown by the solid line, in Fig.[1 -7] . Might the disagreement at large angles of the ΛCDM predictions with the observed CM B spectra indicate that clustering properties at large scales are different from the predictions of the standard theory and such that they compete with the ISW effect?
We show below how cross-correlations would reveal whether LSS potential and CM B spectra would deviate from their standard dependence on the primordial spectrum due to new physics or conventional physics.If the source terms for the correlated spectra do not match as it is expected by the equations above then deviations may arise from contributions from noninflationary channels or a fundamental string scale imprinted on C T L,T E l that may signal a breakdown of the conventional theory. The vertical lines,in fig. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , including the error bars marked by the height of the lines, represent real data released by WMAP and SDSS. Dark energy as a cosmic prior is also included, in accord with the combined data of LSS, SN, CMB. As it can be seen in Fig[1-7] , the concordance ΛCDM model does not fit well with the CMB data at large angles. The integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect (ISW) of dark energy should have enhanced power at low multipoles l since they correspond to perturbation wavelengths of the order our present horizon H 0 where ISW takes full effect, while the WMAP findings, (as well as COBE experiment earlier) indicate power is suppressed at these scales.
Should we take this, together with the mystery of dark energy, as hints from data for new physics? Not yet. A power suppression at the observed wavelength scales can be equally obtained by introducing a feature, around the 60 − th e-folding, on a GU T -scale inflaton potential. A bump on the inflaton potential which can violate the slow roll conditions can be as good of a candidate for giving rise to the observed CMB power suppresion [10, 11] as any of the more exotic possibilities associated with string theory and brane worlds, (although an ad − hoc feature on the inflaton potential may not address the coincidence aspect of the suppression, namely, why the suppression occured only for such specific localized 'l' values, corresponding to perturbations modes with wavelength of the order our present Hubble radius H 0 = 10 −33 eV )). Let us investigate this possibility here:
Inflaton potential bumps around k 60 . These models were studied in [11] by introducing a step in the inflaton potential V (φ)
This potential has a step at φ = φ step with size and gradient controlled by the two parameters c, d respectively. The step can be chosen to correspond to k 60 . It was shown in [11] that besides departure from scale invariance and an oscillatory behaviour of the CMB spectrum this feature can produce significant effects at large scales. Thus using the observational input one can in principle constrain the parameters φ step , c, d such that this model comes in agreement with CMB T T − spectrum at all scales, including the suppression of power at low 'l'.
The extreme case of the potential step function is to take a complete cuttoff of the primordial spectrum at φ step thereby limiting the inflationary window to no more than 60 efoldings. This case is treated in [10] and the authors showed explicitly how this model can suppress quadropole power completely, and be in perfect agreement with the WMAP observations for C T T l . We refer to the class of single-field inflationary models with a feature on the inflaton potential or the primordial spectrum,like the examples above,as class A..
The lesson we learn from these two examples is that inflationary models with a 'bump' around the 60-th efolding can produce the same desired suppression of power at low multipoles, in fact an identical T T or other autocorrelation spectrum for all l ′ s,as compared to any of the more exotic models that would acquire the input of new physics.Through these counter-examples we can conclude with the important point that : autocorrelations spectra (be it T T, EE, LL) do not help in finding evidence or testing our new physics theories. The reason is rooted in the fact that autocorrelations, Eqn. ( 2), compare the source to itself, (thus the word auto), which is why they can not identify where the modification of the source originate from nor be able to discriminate it against features in the primordial spectrum. In short, independent of any observational findings at present or in the future, autocorrelations will not yield any new information on the origin of the features found and thus on the physics of the very early universe.
E. Strategy: How to identify non-inflationary channels
But there is hope in extracting new information about the high energy physics of the universe. Let us discuss in what way can we scrutinize signatures from the class of single-field inflationary models from imprints of new physics.
The method of extracting this information relies crucially on comparing weak lensing potential with the sources that seed polarization and temperature spectra. It also makes use of the prediction of singlefield inflation that the primordial spectrum is the only source that seeds all spectra of CM B and LSS, as given by Eqn. ( 5, 2, 4) . Therefore the modifications in spectra are overconstrained and do not allow any possibilities to simultaneously fit all data by e.g.simply introducing features on inflaton potentials. A 'bump' on the inflaton potential will modify the primordial spectrum, thus P (k). This means that if this feature is such that it suppresses C T T l at large scales than it will automatically impose the same suppression, around the same multipole value 'l', for all other LSS and CMB spectra,
To illustrate this results, we investigated the class of single-field inflation with a feature, described above. Our analysis of the cross-correlations spectra C T E,T L,EE l , which have not been investigated for either model until now, are shown in Fig. [1,2,4 ]. It can be seen from the plots that all the auto and crosscorrelation spectra for the class of inflationary models with a feature (dashed line graph) exhibit the same behaviour in the low 'l' regime since they are sourced by the same term. Due to the high correlation between LSS and CMB in class.A, (since they share the same source), the expected correlation with LSS gravitational lensing potential is predicted to be around one for these models. Authors of [55] also noticed that an inflationary cuttoff could not accomodate the disrepancy between the T T and T E modes and tried to improve the fit by changing the optical depth. Results of our analysis in the next section indicate that exploiting the degeneracy among cosmic priors, e.g. changing the optical depth is not sufficient to bring this type of single-field inflationary models in agreement with data.( A similar analysis were later carried out for the multi-field inflationary models in [5] . Taking into account the astrophysical constraints on isocurvature channels,the conclusions obtained by the authors of [5] for the multi-field inflation class are in agreement with ours for the single field inflation class.A.). Thus it is possible that some input of new physics may be required in order to bring agreement with data.
In [? ] we proposed to use the combination of both correlation spectra C T E l and C
T L l
as our handle in identifying the origin of the imprints on observations while avoiding some of the degeneracies among cosmic parameters.Generically, string theory may offer more degrees of freedom than inflation by contributing to LSS and CMB with non-inflationary channels. For example, stringy moduli fields can couple to the matter sector and variations of these couplings can contribute as non-inflationary channels of perturbations.The non-inflationary 'additional sources' provided by the underlying new physics, can only be revealed and identified by comparing the sources that seed CMB and LSS done by the cross-correlations. We showed that autocorrelations cant reveal any information about the origin of the imprints. Here we explain how cross-correlations have the potential to reveal the information about contributions from non-inflationary channels of the new physics. In the cross-correlation spectra any features on the inflaton potential and their signature to LSS and clustering properties at large scales would be very different from the effects of say an additional source to the primordial spectrum, provided by variations of moduli couplings carried over to the matter sector.Variations of moduli couplings could have a large impact onto the clustering properties of large scale structure and the polarization spectrum. If new physics of the early universe provides non-inflationary channels then their impact on deviations from the conventional large scale structure (LSS) and the clustering properties of matter at very large scale can be scrutinized against the overconstrained predictions for the inflationary spectra since in the former case clustering at large scales would be independent of the CMB thus we can predict that the correlation of CMB with LSS must be very small. But in the latter the two are highly related to each other through their common dependence on the primordial spectrum, therefore C T L correlation is predicted to be of order one. This explains why discrepancies in the cross correlations reveal the complimentary information whether one source, (modified or not),is at works or additional sources are needed, thereby identifying the origin of the observed signatures. By applying our proposal to real data, predictions of single-field inflaton models with a feature are already in disagreement with the data, Fig.[1-4 ].Below we review a variety of possibilities of non-inflationary contributions to LSS and CM B spectra from string theory.
F. Non-inflationary channels from string theory
There is no physical reason to expect the fundamental theory of the early universe to allow the existence of one degree of freedom only, the primordial spectrum, for structure and perturbations in the universe. Much of the recent work in string cosmology and phenomenology indicate that the hteory generically may provide more degrees of freedom than the standard cosmology. The hope is that some trace of them will survive in the low energy world due to the expansion of the universe [14] . A good place to start searching then is the cosmological arena. It is possible that the non-inflationary degrees of freedom may have contributed to LSS or CMB perturbations. Their contribution may become significant in the early or late time universe. For example couplings of various moduli fields predicted by string theory can vary in spacetime and thus contribute to perturbations. Let us briefly review in this part some of the possible effects string theory may impact upon LSS or CMB sources, while trying to be as general and model-independent as possible. For consistency and in order to include the role of the ISW effect on perturbations,here we need consider only models that give rise to the observed present acceleration of the universe. The list below is representative and by no means exhaustive of all models and possibilities:
1.
Possible String Imprints on a Low Energy World i) Coupling of moduli to gravity/metric results in a modified Friedman equation, at early or late times depending on the setup of the model, (e.g. [14, 20, 22, 23, 33, 37] ).Let us generically denote the modification term by a power-law expression of the energy density ρ scaled by the fundamental scale of the theory M or by the brane tension σ depending on the model, i.e a correction of the form ( ρ σ )
n . If corrections to the Friedman equation grow with ρ, namely n ≥ 1 then
withG
H i denotes the Hubble parameter during inflation and n ≥ 1 is some parameter of the theory depending on the specifics of the brane-world model. Since ρ dilutes with time while the string scale σ is a fixed parameter, then the linear term dominates over the higher order correction terms at late time thereby recovering the conventional Friedman equation. We refer to this class as case B.1.. If string modifications to general relativity or quantum field theory become non-negligible in the late-times universe, then corrections to the Friedman equation can parametrically be represented by the following equations
α is a parameter less than one and H 0 ≃ 1/r c is the present Hubble scale given in terms of a crossover scale r c resulting from the higher dimensional nature of gravity in this string theoretical framework. (Examples of models in this class include [33] , [37] , [22, 23, 37] , [36] , [19, 20] ). We refer to this class as case B.2.. Formally one can attribute the correction term, obtained after reducing to a 4 − dim low energy world, to a rescaling modification of Newton's constant G Ñ
with r comoving physical distance by expressing the energy density ρ(z) as a function of r(z).
ii) Coupling of moduli to matter sector gives rise to short or long-range 5 th forces and nonlinear dispersion relations in the matter sector. Interaction of the moduli fields, s, with the matter sector, predicted generically by string theory, will give rise to 5 th forces, which are highly constrained by experiments. The carrier of the 5 th force can contribute to stringy modification of clustering properties. Constraints from the 5 th force experiments may require many of these couplings to matter be forbidden, which can be achieved by appealing to global shift symmetry. However derivative couplings of moduli to EM and QCD fields, of the form
where s is the moduli field, may not be suppressed by the shift symmetry.
For the early times models, class B.1., fluctuations for the light moduli fields are of the order the horizon size, therefore the vev of the field becomes of order
since they should obey the perturbation constraint <δs> <s> ≤ 10 −4 . Derivative couplings of this type, say to QCD strength tensor G µν or to the EM fields, can give rise to short range forces. This interaction can also give rise to a dispersion relation for the background photons
The induced dispersion relation for photons may be reflected in a shift in the polarization plane of photons which can affect the C T E l correlation. Similar couplings to electrons may also induce fluctuations. Depending on the energy scales of the specific string model, if these couplings are relevant during recombination epoch, then they also provide a mechanism for inducing fluctuations in the electron number n e , that enter the expression for Thomson scattering, as well as fluctuations in the optical depth τ due to the variation of the string coupling constant g (in general a function of <ṡ >, s, σ ).These fluctuations depend on <ṡ > as follows
where we take g ≃ O(1), and x ≃Ḣ i
HM
In the Late-time Universe class of models, case B.2., the order of magnitude estimate for the range of values for < δs >, < s > are very different as seen in Eqn.(8,10) . The s-field for case B.2 has a range of force of order the crossover scale r c taken to be roughly our present Hubble radius r c = H
−1
o . Therefore coupling to these moduli gives rise to long-range 5 th forces. Due to the severe constraints on the longrange 5th force experiments and variation of the α constant, coupling to the QCD fields are forbidden in this group or have to be very highly suppressed, [26] .
Similarly, derivative couplings to the EM field are not suppressed by the shift symmetry
and can give rise to a dispersion relation for photons, obtain by the interaction Eqn.( 15)
Here <ṡ > may be a positive quantity since the Hubble parameterḢ 0 ≥ 0 at low redshifts due to the accelerated expansion of the universe.
The nonlinear behavior of the dispersion relation becomes important when the second term is domi-
The shift in the angle of polarization plane for photons is e.g. δθ ≃ (g/[1 + z]) where z is the redshift (see also [27] ). The optical depth variations for these scenarios are very small, with an order of magnitude
where equality means the mater radiation equality time, at low redshifts. This estimate follows from the relation δ[log(<ṡ >] ≃ δ log H(z e ). The latter is a consequence of energy conservation equation.
iii) Modulated string perturbations. String coupling constants, g are functions of moduli fields. Varying moduli vev's give rise to varying coupling constants which in turn can generate a new channel of noninflationary perturbations, example [28] 
This effect of modulated perturbations was treated in [28] where a suppressed B-mode was offered as a signature on the spectra from the varying of coupling constants but the B-mode data is not available at present.
iv) Different clustering at large scales. Any of the string imprints in (i − iii) above can change the clustering properties of large scales by modifying the background gravitational potential Φ for perturbations, e.g Eqn. (19) . Moduli coupling to matter sector and the varying coupling constant may contribute with a new channel of modifications to the gravitational background potential, of the form
The correction to the Newtonian potential of the background, φ[g, ] depend on the specific string model considered.They can be generated by the mechanism described in [28] . 
where r c denotes the combination r c = g/M . These type of modifications to φ(r, z) and their predictions for clustering clustering at LSS and cross-correlation spectra, were analysed and the plots given in Fig[3 -7] are described in the next section.
The correction term can be identified and deduced from C This analysis can also be used to discriminate among models within Class B, since while class B.1 of Early Times modifications distorts the LSS and CMB spectrum through modifications of the primordial spectrum, the class B.2. of Late Times modification will manifest its signature as a modification to the ISW effect as well.
Unlike the single field inflation class.A., as described above, it is natural for string theoretical models of cosmology, class B.1., B.2, to provide more degrees of freedom and more than one source for seeding LSS and T, L, E spectra.
Let us scrutinize these cases one by one below. Our analysis is carried out with the data already available and the one expected in a near future from weak lensing measurements for large scales.
G. Data Analysis
A rigorous derivation of realistic cosmological scenarios is yet to be obtained from string theory. Lacking a consistent effective theory derived from the fundamental one, means that we can not predict their perturbation equations or the modifications to all Einstein equations.In principle perturbations of string motivated models may be quite different from the standard linear perturbation theory, although the literature in this field assumes that standard perturbation theory is a good approximation. The analysis of real data described below assumes the validity of linear perturbation theory. At present there are two large galaxy surveys of comparable size, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [41, 46] and the 2dFGRS (2 degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey) [47] . This analysis uses data from SDSS and only data points on scales larger than k = 0.15h/Mpc in order to avoid problem with nonlinearity.
The CMB WMAP experiment has reported data only on C T T l and C T E l as described in Refs. [42, 43, 44] . We have performed our likelihood analysis using the prescription given by the WMAP collaboration [2, 42, 43, 44] which includes the correlation between different C l 's. Foreground contamination has already been subtracted from their published data.
Likelihood analysis
The set of cosmological parameters, other than those related to modified gravity, is the minimum standard model with 6 parameters as given in Tab.1.for geometrically flat models Ω = 1. The normalization of both CMB and LSS spectra are taken to be free and unrelated parameters.Theoretical CMB and matter power spectra are calculated by using CMBFAST.
The suppression of TT power at large scales for Class A, B.1 of models with modified primordial spectrum has been treated in literature. We analyzed their polarization spectrum and T E correlation. Our analysis shows that the T, E low multipoles cannot simultaneously be fitted by a break in the primordial power spectrum. The main reason is that modifications to the T T and T E power spectra are overconstrained by the primordial spectrum to change in the same direction as the initial spectrum. Rhese results are shown in Fig.[1-3], (dashed-line) . Theoretical predictions of single field inflation with a feature thus show disagreement with the findings of WMAP data of a low T T power but a high T E power at small multipoles. Exploiting degeneracies among cosmis priors,e.g. adding a high optical depth, can not fit their spectra to observation.
The likelihood analysis of late-time models, Class.B.2 was done by taking Deffayet et al. [24, 25] as an illustrative example. There is no change in the perturbation source terms for this model. (Other examples for Class.B.2. can be found in [33] and [36] )where the Friedman equation is modified directly). Although it provides a good fit to CMB and LSS data, it is a poor fit to the combination of all available data including measurements of the Hubble parameter. Parameter fitting to more general modifications of the Friedmann equation can for instance be found in [60] As discussed in [3] a change in the effective strength of gravity can also leads to a modified background Newtonian potential and modified clustering properties at large scales. Both, the modified Friedman equation and, the modified G N are effective equations obtained from the underlying theory. Then there is no fundamental reason why modifications for CMB spectra and LSS clustering can not occur independently. A likelihood analysis performed for this new approach which, besides the modifications to the Friedman equation , Class B.2 [24, 33, 36] ,contains also a perturbation source modified according to G N in Eq. (10) with α = 0 corresponds to case a in the plots, Fig[1-7] . For comparison to case a, the likelihood analysis for the case when only the perturbation source terms are modified,(but with no modification to the Friedman equation),is shown and it corresponds to case b in the plots. In both cases r c is a free parameter. The best fit models for cases a and b are shown in Fig. 1 . Both have k c = 2π/r c ≃ 3 × 10 −6 h/Mpc. The standard ΛCDM model, and inflationary models with broken scale invariance are shown for comparison. The latter is a concordance ΛCDM model with no power at k < 5 × 10 −4 h/Mpc, the same as the model studied in Ref. [8] .On small scales all the models are clearly indistinguishable, but at low multipoles there are significant differences.
T T and T E large scale spectra are shown in Fig. 3 . As can be seen, models with modified gravity are able to simultaneously produce less T T power and more T E power, and are in slightly better agreement with data than the standard model. The model with broken scale invariance is clearly a quite poor fit. Fig. 2 which shows χ 2 as a function of k c for the two cases also slightly favors case a models.
It is worth noting that in Class B.2, if r c is fixed by the acceleration of the universe,namely the present Hubble radius to k c = 2π/r c ≃ 10 −3 the χ 2 for the best fit model is roughly χ 2 = 1.6 × 10 4 , i.e. it is completely ruled out. 3. Clustering at large scales: Direct modification of the gravitational potential
As discussed above, the data analysis shows that a new channel of contributions, besides the inflationary one, for the clustering properties at large scales, of order the present horizon, seems the most promising class of models.
Fig. [4, 5] shows the analysis for the case of a direct modification to clustering properties at large scales by stringy corrections to the background gravitational potential. The specific case shown in the plot is the correction φ of Eqn. (21) which, although of different origin, resembles the correction to Newton's constant of the DGP model and thus modifies the LSS source similarly. Interestingly an agreement with data indicates that the turnover scale, which is proportional to the string coupling constant g(s)/M ≃ r c has to be larger than the present Hubble radius. (A similar result applies to the DGP model, their turnover scale, r −1 c , has to be larger than H 0 to reach agreement with data. Authors of [37] take the scale r c ≃ H 0 in order to explain the acceleration of the universe but this choice is disfavored by the LSS + CM B data). From Fig. 4 and 5 it can be seen that the suppression of large scale temperature power spectrum for this class of models belonging to case a is in agreement with the WMAP findings. Contrary to predictions of Class.A of inflationary models with a feature which predict a suppressed polarization and T T spectrum simultaneously, the E-polarization power spectra of models with modified clustering properties at large scales, is not suppressed or modified in any way. The reason is that the polarization anisotropy is solely related to physics around the epoch of recombination and to possible reionization. For illustration, Fig. 6 shows the spectra of a direct modification of the background potential φ for the case when the correction term is negative in Eqn. (21) . This can arise for example from a deconfining 5 th force. The plot indicates that these models which reduce the background potential at large scales through negative contributions from the correction φ are poor fits to the observational data.
Future data
Future CMB observations can at most improve the very large scale precision moderately because of cosmic variance limitations. However, future data may be able to distinguish among the various types of models as discussed below. We proposed to address this issue in [3] by using large scale cross correlation between shear and temperature fluctuations, C T L l . Fig. 7 once data from LSS surveys is available. The class of inflationary models with modified primordial spectrum produces increased T L correlation at large scales, Fig.[7] . The opposite prediction is true for case a with non-inflationary modifications of the clustering properties at large scales. The latter has no correlation between temperature and cosmic shear due to the existence of a new non-inflationary channel, besides the modified primordial spectrum. Therefore predictions for the T L correlation are nearly zero when new non-inflationary channels contribute either to clustering or perturbations, case a,as compared to the case with only one (inflationary) source, modified or not. In the latter the T L correlation is order one. Case b (only modified source terms) resembles the standard model in terms of the T L spectrum since this class does not add an independent new channel to either clustering or perturbations.This difference in the temperature shear correlation should be clearly visible in future weak lensing surveys which would find no detectable T L power for case a models and or- der one power for the one−source only models. We expect that future weak lensing experiments at very large scales will play a major role in providing new information for cosmology and direct eveidence for new physics, if it is there.
Upcoming WMAP E-polarization measurements will also provide an independent test to models with stringy modifications of gravity or clustering at late times, since these models predict little or no change in E-polarization compared with standard ΛCDM. This is a testable prediction because models with early time modifications to the power spectrum directly change the primordial spectrum and therefore influence C EE l ,while models with late-time string effects do not influence the polarization spectra.
A noteworthy point, not treated here, is the study of observational constraints on modifications of the photon dispersion relation, Eq. (13) that can lead to changes in both the power spectra and in the observed Planck spectrum of the CMB, similar to a chemical potential (see [59] for bounds on this possibility). This point merits further study.
I. DISCUSSION
Recent advances in precision cosmology and especially the discovery of the acceleration of the universe, has presented cosmology and modern physics with serious challenges. A model that addresses these challenges at a satisfactory level does not exist yet. By now, many believe that an explanation of the observed anomalies may be rooted in the unknown new physics. Skeptics could equally argue that conventional physics has been as effective as the new physics models in ac-comodating the data. Besides, the latter seems better motivated. Predicting observable imprints of string theory, while neccessary it is not sufficient. Therefore the question: how can we distinguish new physics imprints from features of the concordance model is of crucial importance. This question is equivalent to identifying observable effects that are unique to new physics. String theory is the leading candidate for quantum gravity, thus a positive answer to the above offers a direct evidence for string theory.
Here we reviewed the proposal of [3] that addresses this question based on the analysis of crosscorrelations at large scales, of T with polarization E and lensing potential L. The method described here can potentially provide the first direct evidence for the existence of new physics, as summarized below.
The autocorrelation spectra, T T, EE, LL can neither discriminate between the sources that seed LSS and CMB spectra nor be able to identify a noninflationary channel because they compare the source to itself. Independent of the potential signatures predicted by string motivated models or observed in autocorrelations, autocorrelations are incapable of providing evidence for new physics, even if it is there.
The
correlations can uniquely identify imprints of stringy modifications and discriminate these signatures from features on the inflaton potential because they cross-examine the mismatch in the sources that seed the spectra. A comparison of C
reveals whether the sources that seed these spectra differ from one another. Analysis of present data indicates that at least two different sources or equivalently two different scales are required in order to reach agreement with observation. One of these scales is related to the significance of the ISW effect on CMB produced by present acceleration and, the other one is related to modifications of horizon size clustering properties,i.e. at scales much larger than the recombination era in order to preserve the observed high C T E l . Models with features on inflationary potentials (Sect.2 case A) or of Early-Time brane-worlds (Sec.2 case B.1) with modified Friedman equation which change only the primordial spectrum, but do not provide additional sources for modifying the late-time evolution and large scale clustering in general are not able to explain the high C T E and the low C T T simultaneously. They are highly disfavored even with present data, Fig.[1-7] . The reason lies in the fact that string models with early-time effects and inflationary cosmology with modified primordial spectrum offer only one source for seeding all T T, T E, EE spectra and LSS clustering. It follows that modifying the primordial source by adding features to the inflaton potential, will simultaneously produce the same effect on all other spectra C T T , C T E , C T L . A suppression on C T T will also impose a suppression of C T E , C LL . Clearly this prediction of conventional single-field inflationary physics is already disfavored by WMAP data, Fig.[1 -5] .While the EE−spectrum is useful in discriminating models, it can not provide conclusive evidence due to degeneracies among cosmic priors as well as the limitations imposed by cosmic variance. But upcoming weak lensing surveys will provide strong evidence through data for C T L in the existence of more than the primordial spectrum degrees of freedom. If there is a cuttoff on the inflaton primordial spectrum then correlation C T L should be of order one and C EE spectrum highly suppressed at the cuttoff scale. String theory can provide a richer 'pool'of sources for the origin of perturbations and clustering at large scales. It is this fact that contains the unique handle for our method of detection of imprints for string theory. Multi-field inflationary models were not included in this analysis. After this work appeared [3] , authors of [5] extended this analysis to multifield inflation. By aplying various known constraints on isocurvature and multifield inflation scale, they reach similar results to ours about the (dis)agreement of multifield inflationary models with presently available data at large scales.
On the other hand, it is interesting that none of the popular stringy models analyzed, Fig[1-7] , are a perfect match to data. Nevertheless this does not affect any of the conclusions in this work. The purpose of this analysis was not to advocate or rule out specific models but rather to offer a new method which can make a generic model-independent prediction whether evidence for new physics exists. Once, upcoming data from weak lensing surveys and WMAP becomes available then this method can be also used to analyse models on a case by case basis.
With the current data available for the acceleration of the universe and the combined data of CMB+LSS, our result is that the best fit are models that contain two modified sources: a late-time modified Friedman equation which uniquely alters the ISW effect; as well as a modified perturbation source which changes the clustering properties at large scales.A generic prediction for this type of string modifications is the lack of correlations between T, L. If weak lensing data finds a suppressed C T L spectrum at large scales than this is strong evidence for the existence of two different sources for T and L. Models with modified gravity on very large scales and modified clustering look promising. After all it may not be a coincidence that the accceleration of the universe and CMB power suppression occur at the same scale.
Future large scale cosmic shear measurements should be able to see a clear difference between the stringy models and the conventional ΛCDM models, with or without modified spectra. Therefore weak lensing at large scales has the potential to provide new important information about our universe. An improvement of C T E data expected in a near future from WMAP will also allow us to better discriminate among various models and mechanisms. With data available in the near future, such as polarization measurements of the CMB by WMAP, and weak lensing surveys, it will be possible to exclude many of the models and collect further evidence for new physics. Using the proposal described here will soon provide a more definite answer to the question: Do we have observational evidence for string theory in the sky?.
